
he name of Grenzebach
has long been recog-
nized worldwide as a

high quality brand in the con-
struction and manufacturing of
processing and handling equip-
ment for the flat glass industry.
The company offers all manu-
facturing elements from quali-
ty inspection systems through
to all types of conveyors, cut-
ting equipment and stacking
technology. 

INTELLIGENT PROCESSING
SOLUTIONS FOR COMPLEX
TASKS
Special glass

Benefitting from its experi-
ence in float glass, Grenzebach
Maschinenbau is massively
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Combi-stacker for 
tin-side/air-side stacking



85Continuous changes and developments in the float glass market,
combined with high (labour) production costs, require more and
more flexibility and automation in handling and stacking processes.
The possibility of stacking multiple sizes of glass with varying
orientation, adapting not only to the product but to rack and
equipment changes as well, is presented here, along with
equipment for special glass, cutting, conveying and control.      

expanding its range of machinery
for special glass such as coated,
laminated or patterned and wired
glass. Technology, designed to the
characteristics of the product,
determines the layout of a pro-
cessing line, e.g. a wire tear
device can be integrated for cut-
ting glass with a wire inlay. A
wide range of tin-side/air-side
stackers, overhead stackers and
robots ensures smooth handling
of the delicate material. 

Cutting
It is well established that the

core of a float line cold end is its
cutting equipment, whether a lon-
gitudinal cutter with manually
adjustable cutting devices or fully
automated longitudinal cutting
technology with up to 16 cutting
tools at one bridge is required.

Grenzebach has significantly improved its
cross cutting technology and now a new gener-
ation of controls using highly dynamic drives
facilitates cutting accuracy and linearity of the
cut even greater. 

Most important for precise cutting quality is
the cutter head with its proven electromagnetic

system to generate the cutting force. The
cutting wheel is lowered and raised smooth-
ly on its precise position. The so-called kan-
garoo-effect of hopping, often experienced
with pneumatic systems, is avoided. Using
Grenzebach’s electromagnetic system, the
cutting force is precisely regulated and
maintained throughout the entire cutting
process – even for thick glass of up to 250 N.

Conveying
Transport technology has to fulfil high

criteria. Often, the delicate glass must be
transported carefully and securely over
long distances. Standing out for utmost pre-
cision, smooth running and a long lifespan,
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Detail of
cutting tool
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Grenzebach conveyor systems clearly meet
these requirements,

Control
The company offers complete control tech-

no-logy for the cold end, with simple and com-
fortable operations in one common surface.
The integrated diagnosis system helps to rec-
ognize and adjust faults quickly. Plausibility
checks avoid faulty input and the operative sit-
uation of the total line, or part of it, can be re-
called at any time. 

The Grenzebach PPC (Production Process
Control), especially developed for the cold end
of a float line, controls the whole cold-end pro-
duction process. In the cutting process, the com-
bination of capacity and quality optimization
guarantees maximum yield while, at the same
time, quality requirements remain unchanged. 

The Grenzebach PPC interfaces with 
glassmakers’ ERP systems, enabling download
of orders and reporting back production 
data. An exact analysis of the production
process can be made, and, thus, the whole
process is improved.

Stacking
The Grenzebach product

range comprises every possi-
ble stacking option, from
small glass formats up to
jumbo sizes. They all have in
common short cycle times,
perfect stacking and smooth
handling of glass plates. The
range of stacking options
includes swing stackers,
overhead stackers, combi-
stackers for tin-side/air-side
stacking, as well as robot
technology. Storage technol-
ogy with and without rack
handling offers a full range of
feeding options.

THE HIGH SPEED
STACKER: THE HIGHEST
FLEXIBILITY IN
ROBOTIC GLASS
STACKING

Grenzebach has always
given special attention to the
specific requirements of vari-

ous markets worldwide. Differences between
float operations in Europe and in the United
States led to the development of the Grenzebach
High Speed Stacker (HSS) especially designed
for the American market.

As architects and designers continue to push
glass into a growing array of applications, float
glass manufacturers are facing an infinite and
sometimes unknown product range. It is one of
the very specifics of the US market to order
highly customized cut float glass sizes directly
from the manufacturer. A second important
trend for US manufacturers is to limit the
impact of third party service firms on costs and
schedules in order to maintain competitiveness.  

Glass handling has traditionally been a
labour intensive process, to lift the glass from
the cold end two or more people are often
required. Today, following energy costs, labour
is the second most important cost factor in the
float glass production industry. As labour
expenses continue to rise, automation of the
labour intensive packaging process provides
significant cost advantages.

Grenzebach has taken these trends seriously

Stacking
equipmet for

every possible
option - swing

stackers



and developed the most
flexible robot assisted
stacker that is able to
handle an unlimited vari-
ety of custom cut glass. By combining the
newest technology with traditional features, the
High Speed Stacker provides a solution for
complete and flexible automation. As float glass
production is a capital-intensive manufacturing
process, Grenzebach solutions raise both pro-
duction capacity and quality to better utilize
capital investment and increase return on assets. 

The device is designed to stack lites - glass
that has been cut - from a conveyor to a rack,
which is used to transport the product to other
facility locations or to end customers. The sys-
tem can handle multiple sizes of product that
run through the stacking operation and are
stacked on the rack by using a six-axes robot.
Multiple sizes of glass are stacked with varying
orientation, either landscape or portrait, tin-side

in and tin-side out, giving
the manufacturers the
flexibility to adapt not
only to the product but to

rack and equipment changes as well. The
Grenzebach High Speed Stacker is able to stack
glass lites from a minimum of 12 x 18 inches to
a maximum of 72 x 96 inches. The actual stack-
ing capacity depends on the size of the lites.
Smaller lites are handled in a two-stream mode,
which doubles the stacking capacity.

Flexible tin/air side handling
A large percentage of flat glass is used for IG

applications. Special glass coatings reflect heat
to control the heat gain and cooling load in com-
mercial and residential structures. This coating
is usually done on the air-side of the glass that
faces upwards during production. To avoid
defective coating, this side must not be touched
by the suction cups. The Grenzebach High
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Especially
designed for
the US
market -
Grenzebach
High Speed
Stacker (HSS)

Flexible 
robot stacking
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Speed Stacker utilizes large-area vacuum suc-
tion technology, thus minimizing contact and
ensuring quality coating on standard production
glass. Depending on the application, the
processed glass may have to be stacked with its
air side either towards the back or the front of
the rack. The High Speed Stacker is program-
mable and can handle both situations with a
simple software configuration.

Flexible rotation
Orientation of the glass on the rack is criti-

cal to secondary operation processes. Some
processes require portrait and some landscape
orientation. While, traditionally, this has been
achieved by integrating expensive rotators in
the line, the Grenzebach High Speed Stacker
can carry out rotation without the need of a
separate rotator, thus providing additional
investment savings.

Speed
Due to the high production capacity of float

glass lines, stacking speed becomes a crucial
factor. For a typical 625TPD float line, small
glass lites are produced as quickly as 460 lites
per minute. This means one lite every 0.13 sec-
onds or almost 8 lites per second! The
Grenzebach High Speed Stacker is able to stack
small glass lites in as little as 0.7 seconds. Only
five high-speed stackers are necessary to auto-
mate the entire packing capacity of a typical
float glass production line and can completely
eliminate manual packing of glass.

Tolerance of skew and offset
At high production speeds, the alignment of

the glass lites can not be 100 per cent accurate.
There will always be some lites that are not per-
fectly aligned or spaced on the roller conveyor.
The Grenzebach High Speed Stacker is very tol-
erant to orientation variations of incoming lites,
and will re-align and stack the lites in a very
accurate pattern.

Tolerance of rack angle
In an ideal world, the angle of the rack into

which the glass is tacked is known and accurate.
Since glass is heavy and the racks are exposed
to rough handling and heavy usage during regu-
lar operations, this angle can change over time
comprising overall squareness of the rack. As a

result, a conventional stacker would not stack
the glass in an optimal manner and glass break-
age could occur. The robot of the Grenzebach
High Speed Stacker scans the rack for dimen-
sional and angular discrepancies and adjusts its
stacking programme according to the actual
geometry of the rack.

The market-leading Grenzebach High Speed
Stacker is the ultimate answer to meet today’s
demands in flexibility and speed in the glass
manufacturing industry. Its ability to handle a
wide variety of glass sizes, orientations and tin-
sideair-side locations make it a safe investment
for the future, its proven features are designed to
make it a stable and reliable tool in a harsh pro-
duction environment. ■

Grenzebach
Grenzebach Maschinenbau GmbH

Albanusstrasse 1-3
D-86663 Asbach-

Baeumenheim/Hamlar
Germany

Tel & Fax: +49 - 906 - 982 0
Tel & Fax: +49 - 906 - 982 108

E-mail: info@grenzebach.com

For the US market:
Grenzebach Corporation

10 Herring Road
Newnan, GA 30265 

USA
Tel & Fax: +1 - 770 - 253 4980
Tel & Fax: +1 - 770 - 253 5189
E-mail: info.gn@grenzebach.com

www.grenzebach.com
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